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The coolest feature of command line is input/output 
redirection .
With this we can redirect input and output of command
from and to a file . 
We can also connect multiple command to make powerful
command pipelines .

Some basic command are :
• echo
• cat
• sort
• uniq
• wc
• grep
• tee

From previous pdf’s we know how to create a file and 
how to use ls command .
Using redirection we can store any output in file for 
example
ls -la /usr/bin > output.txt 
this will show all the output in a text file 
and we can do this with any command
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In the same way if we want to create a txt file by 
giving some input we can use echo command (with 
redirection) . 

echo “Cosmogic” > test.txt

talking about echo its a builtin shell command used to 
display text that are passed as an argument. 
If we just write echo with any text it will just display 
the same text 
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Options available with echo command are 

you can try all different combination to get results 
for ex :- echo -e “Cosmogic   \bBeyond  \bLimits “
This will remove space from the string and 
CosmogicBeyondLimits will be printed .
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CAT :- cat is used to concatenate files . If we wish 
to see the content of a file we write 
cat (name of the file)

Options available in cat command are :
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we can also cat two file to get the combined results 
cat first file second file 

to get the linear output we can use -n in the command
cat -n file1 file2 
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we can also copy content of one file to another with 
help of cat and redirection 
cat source file > destination file 

In the same way if we want to merge data of multiple 
files we can do :
cat “file 1” “file 2” “file 3” > “final file”
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If we want to view the content of some type of files 
for ex .txt we can write 
cat *.txt   It will display all the content of files 
having .txt extension 

we can also get output in reverse order using tac 
command
tac filename 
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Sort :- As it’s name suggest it’s used for shorting 
for example :- sort filename

but this is not permanent if we will cat the file again 
we will get the unsorted result .
We can use redirection hear to save the sorted result 
in another file or -o can be used to achieve same 
results in case of -o command like :
(sort -o result file input file)  
To get the sorted result in reverse order we can use 
-r with sort command like :
sort -r filename
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Option available with sort command are :
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-u is used to remove duplicate from the list 

If we have two column in a file and we want to sort by
any specific column we can use -k 
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Pipelines

The ability of commands to read data from standard 
input and send to
standard output is utilized by a shell feature called 
pipelines. Using the pipe
operator | (vertical bar), the standard output of one 
command can be piped
into the standard input of another.
For example 

using this we can merge different command to get 
desired results
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UNIQ 
This command is used to remove all repeated lines from
a file and it is designed to work with sort command 
options available with uniq command are :
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to remove the same lines from the file first we need to
sort them in a file then we can remove the same line as
uniq does not detect repeated lines unless they are 
adjacent .
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WC :- wc stands for word count ans as we can 
understand by the name it’s used for counting purpose 
It is used to find out number of lines, word 
count, byte and characters count in the files
By default four columns are displayed in the output 
First column shows number of lines present in a file 
specified, second column shows number of words present
in the file, third column shows number of characters 
present in file and fourth column itself is the file name
which are given as argument.

Different options available in wc command are :
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GREP
It is one of the most powerful and widely used 
command of Linux operating system . It is used to find
a pattern specified by us in the file 
to find something we write 
grep “what ever we want to find” filename 
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Options present in grep command are :
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We use 
-c to show how many times the pattern matched
-l to show how many files have that pattern
-n to print which  line have that pattern
-v to print that doesn't match

 

try to explore grep command more with the help of the
list given in page 18 .
you can also try combining different command to get 
some specific results .
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Tee

It reads the input and writs to both the output and 
one more file .
We can understand it as the T splitter we use in water 
connection .
We use it to store the output and display at the same 
time . Option available are : 
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Source code of commands :
echo 
https://github.com/coreutils/coreutils/blob/master/
src/echo.c
cat 
https://github.com/coreutils/coreutils/blob/master/
src/cat.c
sort
https://github.com/coreutils/coreutils/blob/master/
src/sort.c
uniq
https://github.com/coreutils/coreutils/blob/master/
src/uniq.c
wc
https://github.com/coreutils/coreutils/blob/master/
src/wc.c
grep 
https://www.gnu.org/software/grep/
tee
https://github.com/coreutils/coreutils/blob/master/
src/tee.c

 
Thank you 
-1nv3nt0r
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